
BRING VISIBILITY TO YOUR ASSETS
Quality asset management means instilling confidence that your assets are always accounted for. Whether you are
looking for a tool to manage asset consumption during events or just need something to manage day-to-day activities,
Salamander has it all. Manage your equipment database from anywhere and TRACK assets that are issued, turned in, and
consumed with Salamander’s interoperable INVENTORY APP. Ensure that your assets are properly maintained and
reported on from within the ASSET MANAGEMENT equipment database through SalamanderLive.

ASSET MANAGEMENT:

Need to import an existing equipment
database? No problem. Importing with
Salamander is fast and easy.

ASSET IMPORT

Splice and dice your asset data however
you need it: Asset location,
alert/maintenance status, physical scans,
and more.

REPORTING

Set alerts as a reminder to complete tasks.
Have specific employees subscribe to
receive alerts. Mark alerts as completed to
log the task completion and review any
outstanding or overdue alerts in the
dashboard.

ASSET ALERTS

INVENTORY APP:
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Losing assets is expensive! From the mobile app,
track all of the equipment that’s issued during an
event or for day-to-day use. Whether it’s
consumables or fixed assets, know who has what.

ISSUE INVENTORY

Fixed assets can be returned by scanning the
equipment TAG. When fixed assets are returned,
the status of that asset is updated and reflected in
SalamanderLive.

RETURN INVENTORY

Scan an equipment TAG and adjust the quantity
(consumable assets only), status, add comments,
and capture an image using your devices camera.
Each scan records a physical scan action,
regardless if any changes are made or not,
creating a breadcrumb trail of your assets over
time.

ADJUST / AUDIT INVENTORY



ASSET MANAGEMENT Benefits
Maximize Your Invested Assets - Increase your visibility to know what assets are on hand and are ready to be
assigned
Instantly Locate Assets - See from afar where assets are located to easily request them, as needed
Assign Assets to Personnel - Attached assets to personnel to know who has what and when it was assigned to
them
Keep Assets Up-to-Date and Ready - Set alerts to be notified when assets need to have maintenance,
inspections, and more performed on them
Ensure Assets are Certified - Add an issue and expiration date for each asset to easily track when assets need
to be re-certified
Efficiently Manage Assets - Use the numerous reports to know the status of assets, location, assignment,
condition, and more
Maintain Accountability - Attaching assets to personnel allows users to know who is responsible for items on
and off premise
Accurately Manage Anywhere, Anytime - Assign, return, adjust, and audit assets through our mobile app
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Recommended Hardware & Supplies
Salamander recommends our ASSET MANAGEMENT Hardware Kit to be used in conjunction with Salamander ASSET
MANAGEMENT software. Sourcing hardware and supplies from Salamander will ensure your comprehensive asset
solution is correctly configured and fully supported. Contact your sales representative for more information.


